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1 INTRODUCTION 
Dear Student 

Welcome to the School of Computing and the module in Database Design and Implementation. 
 
Access to a computer, the internet, and myUnisa is essential for this module. 
 
The module is a practical course. All the information about the course is in this tutorial letter, 
and on the e-learning portal, myUnisa.  
 
Logon to myUnisa as soon as possible and download additional information for this module. 
You need to purchase your prescribed books.  
 
On myUnisa you will find the tool "Home". The information is important and guides you through 
the different tools that are important in this course.  
 
This module introduces you to Oracle’s implementation of SQL. The Database Management 
Systems Software (DBMS) that you are going to use is Oracle 11g XE. You have to download 
Oracle 11g XE DBMS from the Oracle website. Instructions on how to install Oracle 11g XE 
DBMS are under “Additional Resources” on myUnisa. 
  
This tutorial letter contains important information about the scheme of work, resources and 
assignments for this module. Read it carefully and keep it at hand when working through the 
study material; preparing for assignments; preparing for the examination and addressing 
questions to your lecturers. 
 
Tutorial Letter 301 gives you an idea of important general information when studying at a 
distance at a specific college. 
 
All follow-up tutorial letters and communication will be published on myUnisa. 
 
We hope that you will enjoy this course!  

2 PURPOSE AND OUTCOMES   
2.1 Purpose 

Students who successfully complete this module will be able to design, implement and use 
database management systems. This module provides fundamentals and  the required 
knowledge, skills and values which will support further studies and applications in the sector of 
Computer Science and Information systems, in the field of Database Management systems as 
part of either Bachelor of Science degree in Computing or Informatics or the Bachelor of 
Commerce degree with Informatics as major. These competencies therefore contribute to the 
development of competitive information technology practitioners who have strong technical 
skills of designing, implementing and managing database systems. 

2.2 Outcomes 

Specific outcome 1:  

Demonstrate knowledge of commercially available DBMS end-user tools 
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Range:  

• Commercially available DBMS end-user tools 
• Simple indexes, multi-level indexes, index-sequential files, tree structures 
 
Assessment criteria: 

• Students critically analyse and synthesise the features and limitations of the various DBMS 
end-user tools  

• Students demonstrate an informed understanding of the interaction between the tools and 
the database. 

• Students can use the tools to create workable solutions to well-defined, but unfamiliar 
problems. 
 

Specific outcome 2:  

Gather and review the requirements for database access for a computer application, 
using Structured Query Language (SQL) 

Range: 

• The database access requirements include at least four of the following: data sharing, 
integration, abstraction, data independence, data models, data definition language, data 
manipulation language and data control language.  

 
Assessment criteria: 

• Students critically analyse the feasibility of the requirement. 
• Students demonstrate an informed understanding of the database access objectives and 

critical performance factors. 
• Students adopt the procedure to ensure that the outcomes meet the database access 

requirements. 
 
Specific outcome 3: 

Perform testing of programs for a computer application that accesses a database, using 
SQL. 

Range: 

• The test includes access to database and debugging 
 

Assessment criteria: 

• Students check program logical paths; correct program code to eliminate errors identified 
through testing; and access functions in the required design environment 

 
Specific outcome 4: 

Create program coding for database access for a computer application, using SQL 

Range: 

• Types of data access include user-defined types, user-defined routines, reference types, 
collection types, support for large objects, stored procedures, multiple-joined tables. 
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Assessment criteria: 
• Students code and implement a program according to the program design, using the 

language constructs to facilitate the understanding of the code, ensuring that the data 
integrity, accessed by multiple users and processes, is maintained. 

3 LECTURER(S) AND CONTACT DETAILS 
3.1 Lecturer(s) 

Details for the Primary Lecturer of this module are available in Tutorial letter 301. 

3.2 Department  

Details for the School of Computing are available in Tutorial letter 301. 

3.3 University 

To contact the University, you should follow the instructions in the myStudies @ Unisa 
brochure. Remember to have your student number available when you contact the University.  

When you contact the Lecturer, please do not forget to always include your student number. 
This will help the Lecturers to assist you. 

4 RESOURCES 
4.1 Prescribed books 

Joan Casteel, Oracle 12c: SQL, Cengage Learning, ISBN: 978-1-305-25103-8  

4.2 Recommended books 

There are no recommended books for this module. However, there are numerous websites and 
web pages available where you will be able to download sample code, online textbooks, and so 
forth. The links to these websites are available on myUnisa. 

4.3 Electronic reserves (e-reserves) 

There are no e-Reserves for books for this module. 

4.4 Library services and resources information  

For brief information, go to www.unisa.ac.za/brochures/studies  
 
For detailed information, go to the Unisa website at http://www.unisa.ac.za/ and click on 
Library. 
 
For research support and services of personal librarians, go to 
http://www.unisa.ac.za/Default.asp?Cmd=ViewContent&ContentID=7102. 

 
The library has compiled a number of library guides: 

• finding recommended reading in the print collection and e-reserves –
http://libguides.unisa.ac.za/request/undergrad 

• requesting material – http://libguides.unisa.ac.za/request/request 
• postgraduate information services – http://libguides.unisa.ac.za/request/postgrad 
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• finding, obtaining and using library resources and tools to assist in doing research – 
http://libguides.unisa.ac.za/Research_Skills 

• how to contact the library/finding us on social media/frequently asked questions – 
http://libguides.unisa.ac.za/ask 

5 STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES  
Important information appears in your my Studies @ Unisa brochure 

6 STUDY PLAN 
You may have developed a unique learning style and study method over the years. If you 
have been successful, keep to your method. If you have problems in this regard, please 
contact Unisa’s Bureau for Student Counseling for guidance (see the booklet Unisa 
services and procedures for more detail). 

6.1 Syllabus 

The syllabus for this module is covered in the chapters of the prescribed book that are 
listed below.  
 
The syllabus consists of the following 13 Chapters of the prescribed book: 

Chapter  Learning outcomes 
1 Introduction to databases: Database terminology, DBMS, Database 

design, SQL, Databases used in this study, Software used in this 
study 

2 Basic SQL statements: Basics of SQL, Database installation, 
Retrieving data using select statements. 

3 Table creation and management: Queries, Viewing tables, Modifying 
tables, Deleting tables. 

4 Constraints: Creating constraints, Adding constraints, Viewing 
constraints, Disabling constraints. 

5 Data manipulation and transaction control: Inserting new rows, 
Modifying existing rows, Deleting rows, Using transaction control 
statements, using table locks.  

6 Additional database objects: Sequences, Indexes, Synonyms.  
7 User creation and management: Data security, Privileges, 

Passwords, User roles.  
8 Restricting rows and sorting data: Where clause, Comparison 

operators, Logical operators, Null values, Ordering data operators. 
9 Joining data from multiple tables: Cartesian joins, Equality joins, Non-

equality joins, Self joins, Outer joins, Set operators. 
10 Selected single row functions: Case conversion function, Character 

manipulation functions, Number functions, Date functions, Regular 
functions, Dual table. 

11 Group functions: Grouping data, Restricting data, Nesting data, 
Statistical group functions, Reporting functions. 

12 Subqueries and merge statements: Single row subqueries, Multiple 
row subqueries, Multiple column subqueries, Null values, Correlated 
subqueries, Nested  subqueries, Factoring clause, DML, Merge 
statements. 
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13 Views: Creating views, Dropping  a view, Creating inline views, 
Creating materialized views. 

7 PRACTICAL WORK AND WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING 
This is a practical course. 

8 ASSESSMENT 
8.1 Assessment criteria 

Assignments are regarded as part of the learning material for this module. When doing the 
assignment; studying the text you have to read; consulting other resources; discussing the work 
with fellow students or tutors; or doing research, you are actively engaged in learning. Looking 
at the assessment criteria given for each assignment will help you to get a better idea of what is 
required of you. 
 
Submit the multiple-choice assignments via myUnisa. Do not fax, e-mail or post the 
assignments directly to the lecturer. For detailed information on and the requirements for the 
assignments, please refer to the brochure, my Studies @ Unisa. 
8.2 Assessment plan 

Although you may work together when preparing assignments, you must write and submit your 
own individually prepared assignment. In other words, you must submit your own ideas in your 
own coding. It is unacceptable to submit copied (a form of plagiarism) assignments on the basis 
that you have worked together. None of these assignments will be marked. Furthermore, you 
may be penalised or subjected to disciplinary proceedings by the university. 
 
Both Assignment 1 and 2 are compulsory. 
 
CALCULATION OF YOUR YEAR MARK, EXAMINATION MARK AND FINAL MARK 

CALCULATION OF YOUR YEAR MARK 

Year mark = (Assignment 1 x 50%) + (Assignment 2 x 50%)  
 
For general information and requirements as far as assignments are concerned, see the 
brochure, my Studies @ Unisa. 
 
HOW THE EXAMINATION SYSTEM WORKS 

For general information on and requirements for the examinations, see the brochure, my 
Studies @ Unisa. 
 
EXAMINATION ADMISSION 

You must submit Assignment 1 on or before the applicable due date to gain admission to the 
examination. If you do not meet this requirement, you will not be granted examination admission 
for this module. 
 
The marks you receive for the two assignments contribute to your year mark, which counts 20% 
towards the final mark. 
 
The year mark constitutes 20% and the examination mark 80% of the final mark. 
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Final mark = Year mark x 0.2 + Examination mark x 0.8 
 
You must obtain a final mark of 50% or more in order to pass this module. 

8.3 Assignment numbers 

8.3.1 General assignment numbers 

Assignments are numbered consecutively per module, starting from 01. You should submit 
assignment 01 first. 

8.3.2 Unique assignment numbers 

Semester 01 assignments  

Assignment number Unique number 

01 643630 

02 899662 

Semester 02 assignments  

Assignment number Unique number 

01 850112 

02 812663 

8.4 Assignment due dates 

This module is a semester module. This means that if you are registered for the first semester 
you are supposed to do the assignments for the first semester and submit them before the 
respective due dates. If you are registered for the second semester, you are supposed to do the 
second semester assignments and submit them before the respective due dates.  

First Semester Assignment Due Dates v  

Assignment number Due date 
01 2017-02-24 
02 2017-04-10 

Second Semester Assignment Due Dates 

Assignment number Due date 
01 2017-08-10 
02 2017-09-11 

8.5 Submission of assignments 

Steps to follow when submitting Assignment 2 online: 
- Complete the assignment. Save it as indicated in the assignment. 
- Logon to myUnisa using your student number and password. 
- Click on "Assignments" in the left-hand menu. 
- Select this module: INF3707 
- Select the assignment number: 2 
- Click on submit. 
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8.6 The assignments 

Semester 1 

Assignment 1 Total marks Due date 
Unique number 643630 25 2017-02-24 

Note that this is a COMPULSORY assignment. If you do not complete this assignment and 
submit it by the due date, you will not gain examination entry! 
 
To do this assignment, you need access to JustLee books database for some questions. 

1.   In an E-R Model, a person, place, or thing with characteristics to be stored 
in the database is referred to as _____. 
  1.  entity 
  2.  row 
  3.  attribute 
  4.  file 
  
 

2.  Which of the following is an interface tool that allows a user to create, edit, 
and manipulate data in Oracle? 
  1.  SQL 
  2.  SQL*Plus 
  3.  ASCII 
  4.  Script 
 

3.  Which of the following is used to join data contained in two or more 
tables? 

1. primary key 
2. unique key 
3. common field 
4. foreign key  

 
4.  To indicate the database table to be selected by a query, the table name 

should be listed in the ____ clause. 
  1.  WHERE 
  2.  SELECT 
  3.  HAVING 
  4.  FROM 
 

5.  If a column alias contains a blank space, it must be enclosed in ____. 
  1.  single quotation marks (' ') 
  2.  asterisks (* *) 
  3.  double quotation marks (" ") 
  4.  percent signs (% %) 
 

6.  Which of the following will display the new retail price of each book as 20 
percent more than its original cost? 
  1.   SELECT title, retail*.2 "New Retail Price" FROM books 
  2.  SELECT title, retail+.20 "New Retail Price" FROM books; 
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  3.  SELECT title, cost*.20 "New Retail Price" FROM books; 
  4.  SELECT title, cost*1.20 "New Retail Price" FROM books; 
  

7.  Which of the following keywords cannot be used to modify an existing 
table? 
  1.  ALTER TABLE...ADD 
  2.  ALTER TABLE...DROP COLUMN 
  3.  ALTER TABLE...MODIFY 
  4.  ALTER TABLE...AS 
 

8.  Which of the following commands will display the structure of the 
CUSTOMERS table? 
  1.  DESC customers 
  2.  DESCRIBE customers 
  3.  DSC customers; 
  4.  both a and b 
 

9.  Which of the following commands will increase the size of the CITY 
column in the CUSTOMERS table from 12 to 20 and increase the size of 
the LASTNAME column from 10 to 14? 
  1.  ALTER TABLE customers 

MODIFY (city VARCHAR2(+8), lastname VARCHAR2(+4)); 
  2.  ALTER TABLE customers 

MODIFY (city VARCHAR2(20), lastname VARCHAR2(14)); 
  3.  ALTER TABLE customers 

MODIFY (city (+8), lastname (+4)); 
  4.  ALTER TABLE customers 

MODIFY (city (20), lastname (14)); 
 

10.  Which of the following commands changes a table’s name from 
OLDNAME to NEWNAME? 

1. RENAME oldname TO newname 
2. REMANE table FROM oldname TO newname 
3. ALTER TABLE oldname MODIFY TO newname 
4. CREATE TABLE newname (SELECT * FROM oldname) 

 
11.  Which of the following are used to enforce business rules? 

  1.  syntax 
  2.  functions 
  3.  constraints 
  4.  Foreign rules 
 

12.   Which of the following is not a constraint type in Oracle? 
  1.  CHECK 
  2.  UNIQUE 
  3.  NOT NULL 
  4.  REFERENCE 
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13.  Which of the following keywords must have been included during the 
creation of a FOREIGN KEY constraint to allow a row from the parent 
table to be deleted, even if it is referenced by a row in the child table? 
  1.  CASCADE 
  2  AUTO REMOVE 
  3.  ON DELETE CASCADE 
  4.  none of the above 
 

14.  If a PRIMARY KEY constraint, named ORDERITEMS_PK, exists for the 
ORDER# and ITEM# columns of the ORDERITEMS table, which of the 
following commands will disable the constraint? 
  1.  ALTER TABLE orderitems 

DISABLE PRIMARY KEY CONSTRAINT; 
  2.  ALTER TABLE orderitems 

DISABLE CONSTRAINT orderitems_pk; 
  3.  ALTER TABLE orderitems 

REMOVE PRIMARY KEY CONSTRAINT; 
  4.  ALTER TABLE orderitems 

MODIFY PRIMARY KEY CONSTRAINT DISABLE; 
 

15.  Which of the following commands will add a UNIQUE constraint to the 
MINRETAIL column of the PROMOTION table? 
  1.  ALTER TABLE promotion 

ADD CONSTRAINT orderitems_minretail_uk UNIQUE 
(minretail); 

  2.  ALTER TABLE promotion 
MODIFY UNIQUE (minretail); 

  3.  ALTER TABLE promotion 
ADD UNIQUE minretail; 

  4.  ALTER TABLE promotion 
MODIFY minretail; 

 
16.   Which command is used to prevent other users from making changes to 

a table? 
  1.  COMMIT 
  2.  COMMIT TABLE 
  3.  BLOCK  
  4.  LOCK TABLE 
 

17.  Which keyword permanently saves changed data in a table? 
  1.  COMMIT 
  2.  SAVE 
  3.  UPDATE 
  4.  ADD 
  
 

18.  Contents of the PUBLISHER table 
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Which of the following commands will delete only publisher 4 from the 
PUBLISHER table? 
  1.  DELETE FROM publisher; 
  2.  DELETE pubid = 4 FROM publisher; 
  3.  DROP FROM publisher WHERE pubid = 4; 
  4.  DELETE FROM publisher WHERE pubid = 4; 
  
  

19.  Based on the contents of the PUBLISHER table, which of the following 
will add a new record to the table? 
  1.  INSERT INTO publisher 

VALUES ('BOOKS MADE CHEAP', '800-111-2222'); 
  2.  INSERT INTO publisher (pubid, name) 

VALUES (6, 'BOOKS MADE CHEAP'); 
  3.  UPDATE publisher 

VALUES ('BOOKS MADE CHEAP', '800-111-2222'); 
  4.  UPDATE publisher (pubid, name) 

VALUES (6, 'BOOKS MADE CHEAP'); 
  
 

20.  Which of the following is defined in Oracle12c as simply anything that has 
a name and a defined structure? 
  1.  object 
  2.  index 
  3.  synonym 
  4.  sequence 
  
 

21.   Which command will create a synonym for a table? 
  1.  CREATE SYNONYM synonymname IN tablename; 
  2.  CREATE SYNONYM synonymname ON tablename; 
  3.  CREATE SYNONYM synonymname REFERENCE tablename; 
  4.  CREATE SYNONYM synonymname FOR tablename; 
  
 

22.   Which of the following is used to establish a minimum or maximum value, 
respectively, for a sequence? 
  1.  MINIMUMVALUE | MAXIMUMVALUE 
  2.  MINVALUE | MAXVALUE 
  3.  STARTWITH | ENDWITH 
  4.  BEGINVALUE | ENDVALUE 
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23.  Customer table 

 

 
Based on the structure of the CUSTOMERS table, which of the following 
is a valid SQL statement? 
  1.  CREATE PUBLIC INDEX customers_name_idx 

ON customers (lastname, firstname); 
  2.  CREATE BITMAP INDEX customers_name_idx 

FOR customers (lastname); 
  3.  CREATE INDEX customers_name_idx 

ON customers (lastname, firstname); 
  4.  CREATE B_TREE INDEX customers_name_idx 

FOR customers (lastname); 
  
 

24.   Which of the following commands are used to create a user account? 
  1.  CREATE NEW USER username IDENTIFIED BY password; 
  2.  CREATE USERNAME username IDENTITY password; 
  3.  CREATE USER username PASSWORD password; 
  4.  CREATE USER username IDENTIFIED BY password; 
  
 

25.   Which of the following commands can be used to revoke system or 
object privileges previously granted to a user? 
  1.  UNGRANT 
  2.  REMOVE 
  3.  REVOKE 
  4.  DROP 
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Assignment 2 Total marks Due date 
Unique number 899662 50 2017-04-28 

Note that this is a COMPULSORY assignment!  
To do this assignment, you need access to the JustLee books database 

 
Question 1: Chapter 6 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
 
1.1 Create a sequence for populating the Custeomer# colum of the CUSTOMERS table. When 
setting the start and the increment values, beer in mind that data already exist in the table. 
Hence, you need to know the last customer number stored in the database. The options should 
be set not to cycle the values and not to cache any values. Do not declare minimum or 
maximum values.                   (5 marks) 
 
1.2  
Add a new customer row by using the sequence created in Question 1.1. The only data 
currently available for the customer is as follows: last name = Shoulders, first_name = Frank, 
and zip = 23567.                  (5 marks) 
 
Question 2 Chapter 8 
Give SQL statements for the following requests.  
 
2.1 Which customers live in Georgia or New Jersey? Put the results in ascending order by last 
name. List each customer’s customer number, last name and the state.           (5 marks) 
 
2.2 List authors whose last name contains the letter pattern “IN”. Put the results in order of last 
name, then first name. List each author’s last name and first name.            (5 marks) 
 
Question 3 Chapter 9 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
 
3.1 Determine which books customer Jake Lucas purchased. Perform the search using the 
customer name, not the customer number. If he has purchased multiple copies of the same 
book, induplicate the results. Generate the report using the JOIN keyword.         (5 marks) 
 
3.2 Which books where written by an author whose last name is Adams? Perform the search 
using the author name. Generate the report using the JOIN keyword.        (5 marks) 
 
Question 4: Chapter 10 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
 
4.1 Determine the amount of total profit generated by the book purchased on order 1002. 
Display the book title and profit. The profit should be formatted to display a dollar sign and two 
decimal places. Take into account that the customer might not pay the full retail price and each 
item ordered can involve multiple copies.               (5 marks) 
 
4.2 Display a list of all book titles and percentage of mark-up for each book. The percentage of 
mark-up should be displayed as a whole number (that is, multiplied by 100) with no decimal 
position, followed by a percent sign (for example, 0.2793 = 28%). The percentage of mark-up 
should reflect the difference between the retail and cost amounts as a percent of the cost.).  
                    (5 marks) 
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Question 5: Chapter 11 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
 
5.1 Determine which books cost less than the average cost of other books in the same 
category. Use subqueries to answer the question.              (5 marks) 
 
5.2 Determine which books were shipped to the same state as order 1014. Use subqueries to 
answer the question.                  (5 marks) 
 

Semester 2 

Semester 2 Total marks Due date 
Assignment 1 25 2017-09-11 

Note that this is a COMPULSORY assignment! If you do not complete this 
assignment and submit it by the due date, you will not gain examination entry! 
 
To do this assignment, you need access to JustLee books database for some 
questions. 

1.  Which of the following software is used to create and maintain the physical 
database? 
  1.  Data mining 
  2.  Database Management System (DBMS) 
  3.  E-R Model 
  4.  Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
  
 

2.  Which of the following may contain transitive dependencies, but not partial 
dependencies? 
  1.  unnormalized data 
  2.  second normal form (2NF) 
  3.  first normal form (1NF) 
  4.  third normal form (3NF) 
 

3.  Which of the following represents a field in a table? 
1. a record 
2. a row 
3. column 
4. an entity 

 
4.  Which of the following symbols represents concatenation? 

1. * 
2. || 
3. [ ] 
4. “ “ 

 
5.   Which of the following commands can be used to view the structure of a 

table? 
  1.  SELECT 
  2.  DESCRIBE 
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  3.  none of the above 
  4.  CONCATENATION 
 

6.  Which of the following will display the new retail price of each book as 20 
percent more than it originally cost? 
  1.   SELECT title, retail*.2 "New Retail Price" FROM books 
  2.  SELECT title, retail+.20 "New Retail Price" FROM books; 
  3.  SELECT title, cost*.20 "New Retail Price" FROM books; 
  4.  SELECT title, cost*1.20 "New Retail Price" FROM books; 
 

7.  Which of the following terms refers to commands that are used to create or 
modify database tables? 
  1.  data manipulation language (DML) 
  2.  data control language (DCL) 
  3.  data definition language (DDL) 
  4.  data formatting language (DFL) 
 

8.  Which command instructs Oracle 12c to create a new table from existing 
data? 
  1.  CREATE NEW TABLE 
  2.  CREATE TABLE...FROM 
  3.  CREATE TABLE 
  4.  CREATE TABLE...AS 
 

9.  Which of the following keywords cannot be used to modify an existing table? 
  1.  ALTER TABLE...ADD 
  2.  ALTER TABLE...DROP COLUMN 
  3.  ALTER TABLE...MODIFY 
  4.  ALTER TABLE...AS 
 

10.  Which of the following commands will display the structure of the 
CUSTOMERS table? 
  1.  DESC customers 
  2.  DESCRIBE customers 
  3.  DSC customers; 
  4.  both a and b 
 

11.  Which of the following commands changes a table’s name from OLDNAME to 
NEWNAME? 
1. RENAME oldname TO newname 
2. REMANE table FROM oldname TO newname 
3. ALTER TABLE oldname MODIFY TO newname 
4. CREATE TABLE newname (SELECT * FROM oldname) 
 

12.  In a "one-to-many" relationship, which constraint is usually added to the 
"many" table? 
  1.  UNIQUE 
  2.  PRIMARY KEY 
  3.  FOREIGN KEY 
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  4.  NOT NULL 
 

13.  In what way is the UNIQUE constraint different from the PRIMARY KEY 
constraint? 
  1.  The UNIQUE constraint does not allow NULL values. 
  2.  The UNIQUE constraint can be created at either the column level or 

the table level. 
  3.  The UNIQUE constraint allows NULL values. 
  4.  The UNIQUE constraint ensures that a specific condition is true 

before a data value is added to a table. 
 

14.  Which keywords identify a column that, if it contains a value, it must match 
data contained in another table? 
  1.  FOREIGN KEY 
  2.  PRIMARY KEY 
  3.  CHECK 
  4.  UNIQUE 
 

15.  Where does the Oracle server store information about objects in the 
database, including information about constraints? 
  1.  in the data reference manual 
  2.  in the objects dictionary 
  3.  in the data view dictionary 
  4.  in the data dictionary 
 

16.  Based on the structure of the ORDERITEMS table, which of the following 
commands will make certain that the ISBN entered actually exists in the ISBN 
column of the BOOKS table? 
  1.  ALTER TABLE orderitems 

ADD FOREIGN KEY isbn REFERENCES BOOKS TABLE (isbn); 
  2.  ALTER TABLE orderitems 

MODIFY FOREIGN KEY (isbn) REFERENCES books(isbn); 
  3.  ALTER TABLE orderitems 

CREATE FOREIGN KEY (isbn) REFERENCES books(isbn); 
  4.  ALTER TABLE orderitems 

ADD FOREIGN KEY (isbn) REFERENCES books(isbn); 
 

17.  Which of the following commands is used to add data to an existing row in a 
table? 
  1.  ADD  
  2.  UPDATE 
  3.  INSERT 
  4.  MODIFY 
 

18.  Which of the following commands is used to remove rows from a table? 
  1.  DELETE  
  2.  DROP 
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  3.  REMOVE 
  4.  MODIFY 
 

19.  Contents of the PUBLISHER table 

 

 
Which of the following commands will delete only publisher 4 from the 
PUBLISHER table? 
  1.  DELETE FROM publisher; 
  2.  DELETE pubid = 4 FROM publisher; 
  3.  DROP FROM publisher WHERE pubid = 4; 
  4.  DELETE FROM publisher WHERE pubid = 4; 
  
  

20.  Based on the contents of the PUBLISHER table, which of the following will 
add a new record to the table? 
  1.  INSERT INTO publisher 

VALUES ('BOOKS MADE CHEAP', '800-111-2222'); 
  2.  INSERT INTO publisher (pubid, name) 

VALUES (6, 'BOOKS MADE CHEAP'); 
  3.  UPDATE publisher 

VALUES ('BOOKS MADE CHEAP', '800-111-2222'); 
  4.  UPDATE publisher (pubid, name) 

VALUES (6, 'BOOKS MADE CHEAP'); 
  
 

21.  Which of the following commands is used to create a function-based index? 
  1.  CREATE FUNCTION INDEX...ON 
  2.  CREATE INDEX...ON 
  3.  CREATE INDEX....FOR 
  4.  CREATE INDEX...FUNCTION 
  
 

22.  Which of the following methods is not used in an INSERT statement to enable 
the use of a DEFAULT sequence value defined for a column? 
  1.  Use the DEFAULT keyword 
  2.  Do not include the column  
  3.  Use NEXTVAL to call the value 
  4.  All of the above 
  
 

23.   Which of the following commands are used to create a user account? 
  1.  CREATE NEW USER username IDENTIFIED BY password; 
  2.  CREATE USERNAME username IDENTITY password; 
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  3.  CREATE USER username PASSWORD password; 
  4.  CREATE USER username IDENTIFIED BY password; 
  
 

24.  Which command will delete a user account from a database? 
  1.  DELETE USER username; 
  2.  DELETE USER username IDENTIFIED BY password; 
  3.  DROP USER username IDENTIFIED BY password; 
  4.  DROP USER username; 
  
 

25.  Which of the following SQL statements will create a new role named 
PRCLERK? 
  1.  CREATE prclerk; 
  2.  CREATE ROLE prclerk; 
  3.  CREATE ROLE prclerk ON payroll; 
  4.  CREATE ROLE prclerk WITH SELECT ANY TABLE PRIVILEGE; 
  
 

 

Semester 2 Total marks Due date 
Assignment 2 50 2017-09-11 

Note that this is a COMPULSORY assignment!  
 
To do this assignment, you need access to the JustLee books database 

 

Question 1: Chapter 6 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
 
1.1 Create a sequence that generates integers starting with the value 5. Each value should be 
three less than the previous value generated. The lowest value should be 0, and the sequence 
should not be allowed to cycle. Name the sequence MY_FIRST_SEQ.          (5 marks) 
 
1.2 Issue a SELECT statement that displays NEXTVAL for MY_FIRST_SEQ three times. Since 
the value is not being stored in the table, use dual table in the FROM clause of the SELECT 
statement. What caused the error on the third SELECT?             (5 marks) 
 
Question 2: Chapter 8 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
 
2.1 A manager at JustLee Books requests a list of the titles of all books generating a profit of at 
least $10.00. The manager wants the results listed in descending order, based on each books’ 
profit.                              (5 marks) 

2.2 A customer service representative is trying to identify all books in the Computer or Family 
life categories published by Publisher 1 or Publisher 3. However, the results should not include 
any book selling for less than $45.00.                (5 marks) 
 
Question 3: Chapter 9 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
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3.1 Determine which books customer Jake Lucas purchased. Perform the search using the 
customer name, not the customer number. If he has purchased multiple copies of the same 
book, induplicate the results. Generate the report using the JOIN keyword.          (5 marks) 
 
3.2 Which books where written by an author whose last name is Adams? Perform the search 
using the author name. Generate the report using the JOIN keyword.                    (5 marks) 
 
Question 4: Chapter 10 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
 
4.1 Display the current day of the week, hour, minutes and seconds of the current date setting 
of the computer you are using.                (5 marks) 
 
4.2 Create a list of all book titles ad costs. Precede each book’s cost with an asterisk so that the 
width of the displayed cost field is 12.               (5 marks) 
 
Question 5: Chapter 11 
Give SQL statements for the following requests. 
 
Determine, which orders, had a higher total amount due than order 1008. Use subqueries to 
answer the question.                         (10 marks) 

8.7 Other assessment methods 

None 

8.8  The examination 

This module is a semester module. If you are registered for the first semester, you will write the 
examination in May/June. If you are registered for the second semester, you will write the 
examination in October/November. 
 
EXAMINATION PAPER 

The examination consists of one two-hour examination paper. 
The examination paper will be set in English only. 
Examination guidelines will be made available to all students before the examination.  
You will be tested on all the work covered by the syllabus. 
 
The examination guidelines will be available on myUnisa. 

9 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
The my Studies @ Unisa brochure contains an A-Z guide of the most relevant study 
information. 
10 SOURCES CONSULTED 
This course is based on official Oracle university study guide 

11 IN CLOSING 
You are required to make use of the available electronic resources that are accessible through 
myUnisa in their learning. The tools on myUnisa allow you to submit assignments, participate in 
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discussion forums and download study material. You are reminded that courses that have a 
component of programming can only be mastered through practice. 

12 ADDENDUM 
None 

 

 

 


